In collaboration with the department of crop production at the CRA-W different barley samples have been analysed for a variety discrimination study. These samples are issued from multi locations and multiannual trials for barley registration on the Belgium catalog. This discrimination study is essential for establishing an efficient system for the traceability and quality control required in the seed sector as well as in the food and feed sectors.

The study results presented here concern the discrimination between 6 varieties based on the spectral data acquired with the NIR-camera. A set of 1080 spectra (10 kernels X 6 varieties X 6 locations X 3 years) was constructed.

The table here beside shows the sensitivity and the specificity for each of the calibration, leave one out cross-validation and prediction. The correct classification in prediction vary from 71 to 89%.

### SEEDS COATING SOLUTIONS DISCRIMINATION

The study carried out in collaboration with SESVANDERHAVE Company, aims to develop single kernel measurements in order to control the pesticides used on the sugar beet coated seeds.

Differentiation with the naked eye between several lots of blue seeds is impossible. Then the aim of this study is to identify and quantify pesticide on sugar beet coated seeds and to assess the homogeneity of the coating.

Preliminary results show that seeds coated with different pesticide mixtures can be discriminated. The possibilities of hyperspectral imaging have been investigated to study the homogeneity of the coating. Further analysis is on-going.

### BARLEY VARIETIES CLASSIFICATION

In the framework of the COEXTRA FP6 project (GM and non-GM supply chains: their Co-Existence and TRAceability), the CRA-W is in charge to investigate the potential of NIR-hyperspectral imaging together with chemometrics for GMO (Genetically modified organisms) detection.

Soybean and barley samples coming from different origins and some being transgenic have been analysed for this purpose. In all data sets the results have shown that a good discrimination could be performed according to the variety and the presence of GM material.

### GM & NON GM SEEDS DETECTION

In the framework of the COEXTRA FP6 project (GM and non-GM supply chains: their Co-Existence and TRAceability), the CRA-W is in charge to investigate the potential of NIR-hyperspectral imaging together with chemometrics for GMO (Genetically modified organisms) detection.

Soybean and barley samples coming from different origins and some being transgenic have been analysed for this purpose. In all data sets the results have shown that a good discrimination could be performed according to the variety and the presence of GM material.

### HYPERSONAL IMAGEING

The MatrixNIR™ Chemical Imaging System (Malvern instruments Ltd) is a near infrared hyperspectral imaging spectrometer gathering spectral and spatial data (hypercube) simultaneously by recording sequential images of a pre-defined sample; each image plane is collected at a single wavelength band.

### FONIO SEEDS PROPERTIES PREDICTION

In the framework of the FONIO FP6 project (Upgrading quality and competitiveness of fonio for improved livelihoods in West Africa), the CRA-W contributes to study possible improvements in terms of productivity of this traditional cereal. NIR hyperspectral imaging has been used for the characterisation of different origins.

The 3 sites (BARENG, KANKAN, CINZANA) studied were easily discriminated using PLS-DA with more than 90% of correct classification. Regression models have been built to predict the main properties as dry matter, starch, NDF, ADF, ADL, fat and ash on the kernels.
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